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Heat pump sizing - open loop
Heat Loss and System Sizing - To achieve optimum
long-term efficiency, we match the systems we
install as closely as possible to the target heat load,
i.e. the heat pump has to be capable of providing
more heat (but not too much more) than the
property will lose on the coldest of days, plus some
extra capacity to take care of hot water generation.
Many people feel happier with an amount of
overcapacity in their heating system, however, this
is seldom the best policy with ground source heat
pumps and should only be considered if an
extension to the area to be heated is a real and
immediate possibility. Therefore, identifying the
likely heat loss of a property is an important step in sizing a suitable heat pump
system. The main factors involved in calculating heat loss are the materials and
techniques used in the building of the property. Initially we use best-fit models to
identify a suitable heat pump, but where detailed plans are available or a site
survey has been carried out, we can derive a more accurate picture of likely heat
loss. The Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) report will be required to
confirm the bespoke design for the system.
Example - The average pre 1980’s 4-5 bedroom
home that has good loft insulation and double
glazing is likely to have an average heat loss in
the order of 75W/m² (average heat loss per
square metre of floor space). Such a property
would be adequately served by a 17kW heat
pump system. However, the same home
constructed using the latest techniques and
materials may have an average heat loss as low
as 40W/m² and therefore would be adequately served by an 8kW heat pump
system.
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Borehole design
Once the heat load of the property is known
the flow rates required to support the heat
pump can be finalized. Usually a full
hydrogeological survey is undertaken to
establish a borehole design capable of
supporting the flow rates required by the
heat pump and to give a clear indication as
to whether there is enough water in the
ground.

